Abstract

This document contains some observations on IPv6 addressing.
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1. Opaque identifiers

RFC7217 [RFC7217] describes a mechanism for generating opaque interface identifiers and argues that these identifiers improve security and privacy of IPv6 addresses, when compared to using modified EUI-64 address formats. The main case presented in that document is that using opaque interface identifiers, rather than fixed hardware device identifiers, thwarts attempts at correlating of host activities over time, tracking across multiple networks, and pinpointing devices that may exhibit known vulnerabilities.

There are also some down sides to adopting this opaque identifier format:

1. Use of opaque identifiers does not preclude traceability on layer 2. While this is an obvious remark, the reverse also seems to hold: if Layer 2 MAC addresses would be randomized (see, e.g., discussion on MAC address randomization at IETF-90), then derivation of IPv6 addresses using those randomized MAC addresses (rather than the EUI-64 hardware address) would certainly serve the same purpose as the technique in RFC 7217. Moreover, IPv6 opaque addresses may trickle down to Layer 2, by deriving the randomized MAC address from the interface identifier (assumed to be at least 64-bit long). This would allow constrained nodes to derive compression benefits that would not be available if one would cut the ties between Layer 2 and Layer 3 address formats. As such, this would benefit "constrained cluster" specifications, such as RFC6282, RFC4944, and RFC 6755.

2. The algorithm in RFC 7217 for generating opaque interface identifiers RID depends on an intra-device secret key (secret_key), and some public parameters (Prefix, Net_Iface, Network_ID) and takes the form RID:=F(key, public parameters). It is noted that F() MUST be difficult to reverse, MUST not be computable without knowledge of the secret key, and should not
leak the secret key given a number of samples \( F(\text{key,public parms}) \), where parms are under the control of an adversary. The output should be at least 64 bits (and, in practice, mostly is). While the specification suggests that the secret key should, indeed, be kept secret, the specification seems to allow administrator access and depends on trustworthy bootstrapping. Since it cannot be verified outside the device whether the quantity RID and the opaque interface identifier were indeed generated as specified with a secret key unknown to any outside device, this leaves this technique open to "Big Brother"-esque manipulation. Indeed, it is not hard to see (inspired by [Surveillance]) that one could field devices, where device-internal private information could be leaked via the opaque interface identifier, no matter the good intentions: the supposedly opaque interface identifier simply serves as a so-called subliminal channel. This subliminal channel cannot be detected without close examination of the entire device implementation.

2. Security Considerations

This note illustrates that privacy is a system issue and illustrates examples where the opaque interface identifier could be turned into a subliminal channel for releasing secret information to a Big Brother agent, without means for detecting this.

3. IANA Considerations

There is no IANA action required for this document.
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